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Shotokan Karate Kata
Katas sind das eigentliche Zentrum des Karate. Durch
ihr kontinuierliches Üben erschließt sich das gesamte
Spektrum der im Karate enthaltenen Möglichkeiten. Die
Katas besitzen eine faszinierende Vielzahl von
Techniken, die die Verteidigung in kurzer, mittlerer und
langer Distanz ermöglichen. Diese entsprechenden
Anwendungssituationen der Katas werden ausführlich
dargestellt. In der Kata drückt sich zudem die
Besonderheit eines Karatestils aus. Die in diesem Buch
enthaltenen Katas gehören zum Fundament des
Shotokan Karate. Das Buch soll helfen, sie besser zu
verstehen, die Anwendungssituationen kennen zu lernen
und sich im Trainingsalltag, bei Prüfungen und
Wettkämpfen zu verbessern. 13 Katas werden
ausführlich mit Bunkai vorgestellt: Heian 1 bis Heian 5,
Tekki 1, die Grundkatas bis zum braunen Gürtel, Tekki 2
und Tekki 3, Bassai-Dai, Empi, Jion, Hangetsu und
Kanku-Dai, die ersten Meisterkatas.
This manual is suitable for karateka who have mastered
the kata and wish to continue to maintain their level. The
manual shows clear diagrams and deliberately avoids
too many details. It is intended as a reference for the
karateka to look up forgotten kata sequences and
techniques. Occasionally, one or the other question
comes up during training: • When is the Kiai required? •
Is the kick performed Jôdan or Chûdan? • Is the Sanbon
principle applicable for the combination? • Fast or slow
execution of moves? The manual answers all of those
questions quickly by providing easy-to-understand
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diagrams for immediate application during training. Note
the special feature concerning Ten no Kata: The kata
developed by Funakoshi is illustrated with clear diagrams
and is therefore easy to understand.
The first comprehensive written history of Shotokan
karate in any language! In this completely updated
edition of the classic bestseller, Randall Hassell presents
a masterful tale of the history and evolution of Japan's
original and largest karate style, Shotokan. In addition to
presenting the compelling story of the style's founder,
Gichin Funakoshi, Hassell covers recent developments
in the ever-evolving art of Shotokan karate-do. Rare and
never-before-published photos complement everything
from the Okinawan roots of karate to its development in
Japan, the Japan Karate Association, American and
international karate organizations, and the current state
of the world of Shotokan karate. Also in this edition: The
origins and technical value of all Shotokan kata, a
genealogy of traditional karate styles, Gichin Funakoshi's
20 precepts, and much more!
Who has not been through this? You learn a kata, you
practice it a few times, and then put it aside. And so it
often happens that, in the middle of performing the kata,
the karateka is not sure of the sequence and no longer
knows how to continue the kata. ”If only I could find
some place to look it up,” he thinks, ”I’d soon master
the whole sequence.” This book is meant to be that
desired reference book. - Illustrated presentations of all
techniques from three different perspectives - Clear and
detailed graphics - At-a-glance overview of all kata Supplementary explanations of difficult sections of kata Page 2/17
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Explanations of Japanese terms through graphics
Content: Taikyoku shodan, Heian shodan, Heian nidan,
Heian sandan, Heian yondan, Heian godan, Tekki
shodan, Bassai dai, Jion, Kankû dai, Empi, Hangetsu.
Treasured for centuries by karate's top masters, the
Bubishi is a classic Chinese work on philosophy,
strategy, medicine, and technique as they relate to the
martial arts. Referred to as the "bible of karate" by
famous master Chojun Miyagi, for hundreds of years the
Bubishiwas a secret text passed from master to student
in China and later in Okinawa. All of karate's legendary
masters have studied it, applied its teachings, or copied
passages from it. No other classic work has had as
dramatic an impact on the shaping and development of
karate as the Bubishi. Karate historian and authority
Patrick McCarthy spent over ten years researching and
studying the Bubishi and the arts associated with it. The
first English translation of this remarkable martial arts
manual includes numerous explanations and notes.
McCarthy's work also includes groundbreaking research
on Okinawan and Chinese history, as well as the fighting
and healing traditions that developed in those countries,
making it a gold mine for researchers and practitioners
alike. For the final word on the true origins and spirit of
classic Okinawan martial arts, one need look no further.
This karate book is one of the best karate training
supplements available.
In the practice of karate, throughout the world and all
levels, there is one sure constant - the Kata. These
formal sequences of karate techniques form the basis of
all proper practice, and their range in degree of difficulty
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means that they can be taught throughout a student's
career. This new edition, which first appeared as two
separate volumes, covers the first thirteen Shotokan
Kata: Heian Shodan, Heian Nidan, Heian Sandan, Heian
Yondan, Heian Godan, Tekki Shodan, Bassai-Dai, Empi,
Sochin, Jion, Hangetsu and Nijushiho. Fully illustrated
with photographs of each move, the accompanying text
explains each sequence fully and clearly with a thorough
investigation of the Kata's 'bunkai' or application. The
authors concentrate not only on physical conditioning,
but also on the correct mental and spiritual attitude.
Complete with an exploration of the historical
background and development of the Kata, this book will
prove indispensable to all students of karate.
Hojo undo means 'supplemental training equipment' for
traditional martial artists. This book comprehensively
details how to construct and use the most popular martial
arts training tools of Okinawa. The value of hojo undo is
that the strength building exercises are linked to the
motion of the fighting techniques of karate; this is the
kind of information many practitioners need to have in
order to make sense of where karate's devastating
power comes from.
The legendary 20 guiding principles of karate penned by
Funakoshi have been circulating for years but have
never been published until now. Accompanied by rare
photos and original calligraphy, this long-awaited treatise
is a provocative and long overdue read for martial arts
enthusiasts and followers of karate.

The San Ten no Kata, by Sensei Vincent A. Cruz, is
a series of five drills for students of Shotokan karate.
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The drills introduce all of the techniques used in the
traditional Shotokan katas in a natural sequence of
study that progresses from white belt to black belt
levels. Each drill exercises ten specific hand and foot
techniques, with an emphasis on balanced
development on the left and right sides. Each drill is
similar to a vigorous 100-step kata. San Ten dojos
use the San Ten no Kata drills as basic instruction,
as warm-up exercises, as tests, and for spirit
training.
This book - like the first of the series - shall be a
support for those who want to look up the details or
even the entire sequence of a kata. The topic of this
book are those kata you learn as advanced
karateka, after having learned the kata up to black
belt level. - Illustrated presentations of all techniques
from three different perspectives - Clear and detailed
graphics - At-a-glance overview of all kata Supplementary explanations of difficult sections of
kata - Explanations of Japanese terms through
graphics Content: Tekki nidan, Tekki sandan, Bassai
shô, Kankû shô, Jitte, Gankaku, Chinte, Ji'in, Nijû shi
ho, Sôchin, Wankan, Meikyô, Gojû shi ho dai, Gojû
shi ho shô, Unsu.
When creating karate kata, the Okiniwan masters
included deadly techniques targeting vital points. But
they kept these techniques secret from outsiders,
and when karate was exported to Japan, it appears
they chose not to pass on their full knowledge of vitalPage 5/17
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point striking. Here Ashley Croft demystifies this
hidden corner of the art and explores its practical
application. This book offers historical perspectives
on the evolution of karate, the possible intentions of
the ancient masters, and the development of vitalpoint striking, as well as the location and description
of the pressure points, and the practical application
of pressure-point strikes.
This standard work offers assistance to all Shotokan
Karateka, whether they are beginners or advanced
students, pupils or coaches. It contains over 500
photos.
The Essential Karate Book is an illustrated,
informative guide to the techniques, philosophy and
practice of karate With 20 chapters covering
practically every aspect of karate, this in-depth
reference will assist students and instructors as they
plot their course through karate instruction,
benefiting those at all levels. The Essential Karate
Book contains 200 diagrams mapping out moves,
300 color photographs, and downloadable video,
making it a comprehensive general karate reference
for Western audiences. Readers of this karate guide
will learn about: The origins and history of karate
Required behavior, clothing and etiquette, as well as
the fundamentals of karate and the different styles
that share them Stances, blocks, strikes and kicks
Preparing your body through warm ups, stretching,
and conditioning through karate-specific exercises
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Kata grading and fighting (kumite) techniques and
competition rules Martial arts weapons (kobudo),
and MMA (Mixed Martial Arts) applications The
Essential Karate Book is a must-have for any martial
arts enthusiast, from beginners to black belts!
A Kata is fighting, self-defence, precision and
dynamic force all in one. It represents a fascinating
multitude of logical, sequential techniques, with
which the Karateka can demonstrate what he can do
regarding his body control, powers of persuasion,
perfection and fighting spirit. The repertoire of
Shotokan Karate contains 26 Kata in all. The Master
Kata described in this work belong to the advanced
part of the repertoire and carry on from the 17 basic
and advanced Kata introduced in Volume 1. This
then completes the list of all the Shotokan Karate
Kata. There are 9 Kata with Bunkai in this book:
Sochin, Meikyo, Chinte, KankuSho, Wankan, Ji'in,
Jitte, Gankaku, Unsu. There are approximately 600
photographs and detailed descriptions, which allow a
deeper understanding of the Kata and their
application. Armed with this information, it should be
easy now for the Karateka to be able to improve
himself in his routine training, grading tests and
competition.
Gichin Funakoshi is a legendary figure and the
founder of Shotokan karate, the most popular style
of Japanese karate, with millions of practitioners
worldwide. In The Essence of Karate, Funakoshi
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creates, in his own words, a narrative of modern
karate. He explains the philosophical and spiritual
underpinnings and includes memories of his own
training, as well as recollections of other karate
masters and the history of the martial art. He also
discusses the importance of winning without fighting,
and the reason why many great martial artists
improve with age. The preface has been contributed
by Hirokazu Kanazawa, President of the Shotokan
Karate-do International Federation (and Funakoshi’s
disciple). He fondly writes of his memories of Gichin
Funakoshi during his youth and what he learned
from the master. In the afterword, the founder's greatnephew, Gisho Funakoshi, shares previously
unknown personal anecdotes about his "Uncle
Funakoshi."
"Essential Knowledge for any Karate Student"- Grab
your copy now! Discover how to develop speed and
strength The Three Pillars of Shotokan and Grading
Requirements, Including; Sparring and self-defense
requirements (Kumite) Practical and floor work
(Kihon) Japanese terminology Kata (Patterns) - stepby-step written guide Embusen Diagrams Shotokan
History Easy to follow format For JKF styles, KUGB
and many more! This expert guide has been
compiled to help you through the belts, and pass
each grade at the highest mark. Make the most of
your training, Grab your copy now! *Please note all
Martial Arts training are subject to instructors
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discretion and content may vary by area. This book
is a guide only and no substitute for in class learning.
Good Luck! This guide is a summary of the essential
information and does not include illustrations of
every technique or Kata movement.
Challenging timeworn conventions of karate training and
revealing the original intent of classical kata—or
forms—through detailed descriptions of self-defense
applications known as bunkai, this is a crucial addition to
any martial-arts library. Containing more than 265
photos, the book is divided into chapters that illuminate
each of the ten classical kata of Goju-ryu. Drawing on
more than forty years of experience in the martial arts,
Giles Hopkins Sensei takes us on a journey into the Gojuryu karate system, providing a principles-based method
for analysis of kata practice. Arguing against the
commonly held notion that kata techniques can have
multiple interpretations, he insists that a kata cannot
simply mean what the user wants it to mean, but
contains specific martial principles that must be followed
for it to work effectively. The step-by-step descriptions of
the receiving, controlling or bridging, and finishing
techniques contain in-depth analysis of commonly
misunderstood aspects of kata. Each chapter concludes
with an engaging anecdote from the author’s time in
Okinawa, the birthplace of Goju-ryu, connecting it with
the kata under discussion. Equally useful for the novice
and for more advanced karate practitioners looking to
deepen their understanding of kata and bunkai.
Pat McCarthy, a shorinji-ryu stylist and triple-crown
winner of the North American Karate Championships in
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1974, demonstrates 11 karate kata. A detailed history of
Okinawan karate and biographies of 37 of its greatest
patriarchs are also included.
Describes the fundamental techniques and maneuvers of
karate and illustrates nineteen different forms
The martial art of karate can be practiced by anyone,
regardless of age or gender, and can be undertaken at
any time during a person’s life. Embraced by people the
world over, this traditional Japanese art continues to hold
universal appeal. Among the most important aspects of
karate practice are the kata, patterns of movement that
are carefully choreographed and arranged in sequences.
With Karate: The Complete Kata, Hirokazu Kanazawa,
the foremost figure in the karate world today and a
disciple of Gichin Funakoshi, the father of modern
karate, offers the definitive work on the subject.
Kanazawa explains all the key kata in great detail; and
his text is accompanied by thousands of photographs.
He also goes into some of the other more difficult
aspects of karate, including steps, breathing techniques,
and pressure points. Kata need to be practiced regularly
on an individual basis, and this book is written with such
training in mind. From the beginner to the most
advanced practitioner, anyone interested in this revered
martial art will want to add Kanazawa’s book to his or
her library.
A Kata is fighting, self-defence, precision and dynamic
force all in one. It represents a fascinating multitude of
logical, sequential techniques, with which the Karateka
can demonstrate what he can do regarding his body
control, powers of persuasion, perfection and fighting
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spirit. The repertoire of Shotokan Karate contains 26
Kata in all. The Master Kata described in this book
belong to the advanced part of the repertoire and carry
on from the 17 basic and advanced Kata introduced in
Volume 1. This completes the list of all the Shotokan
Karate Kata. There are 9 Kata with Bunkai in this book:
Sochin, Meikyo, Chinte, Kanku-Sho, Wankan, Ji'in, Jitte,
Gankaku, Unsu There are approximately 600 photos and
detailed descriptions, which allow a deeper
understanding of the Kata and their application. Armed
with this information, it will be easy now for the Karateka
to be able to improve himself in his routine training,
grading tests and competition.
Bunkai – the analysis and understanding of a technique
or kata - is an integral part of karate. The different kata
applications shown in this book are possible defense
solutions, which will supplement or partially reinforce the
existing knowledge of the reader. However, they are not
the only way to interpret the kata. The karateka, who
wishes to gain more knowledge, will enrich his existing
knowledge on the topic of Bunkai. - At-a-glance overview
of all kata - Supplementary explanations of difficult
sections of kata - Explanations of Japanese terms
through graphics - Additional detail drawings for difficult
applications - Concise drawings with all details From the
contents: "... The evolution of Karate from martial arts to
a legitimate sports discipline has led to its worldwide
practice and acceptance. At the same time, karate has
been made somewhat "safer" by this development. The
classic discipline which, to an extent, served as a
survival technique, has now adapted to the new
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generations and their communities. However, much of
the original information of classical karate was preserved
in the kata. The discussion of their various applications
gives us the opportunity to gain insights that will enrich
our karate-dô. ..."
This introduction to karate teaches both the physical
training and the mentalhilosophy necessary for karate
mastery. The book also provides the completeistory of
karate.
An authoritative text supporting the newcomer to karate
with all they need to know, up to black belt level. Packed
with photographs detailing techniques and kata (the
combinations of techniques students need to master to
progress through the belts) this book is designed to take
the student step by step through the progression of
Shotokan Karate, taking each belt in turn. Photographs
and clear instructions take you step by step through the
kata. Karate is a martial art that focuses on the
application of strikes using predominantly the hands and
feet. It originated in Japan and has become popular
throughout the world. There are many styles of karate
but the most widely practised outside of Japan is
Shotokan Karate. Training in karate is normally divided
into three sections: the basic technique; kata, or
sequencing of techniques to imaginary opponents; and
kumite, the sparring done with an opponent. In total there
are ten gradings to be passed in order to get a black belt
- this, on average takes a student four years to attain.
This book covers all the training needed to attain a black
belt. This new edition includes brand new material on
partner work, more grading tips to help you avoid making
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common mistakes, and new footwork diagrams to help
you understand the movements better. An indispensable
guide.

Stresses the spiritual aspects of karate and
demonstrates three advanced kata, or set
sequences of blocks, punches, and kicks
Shotokan Karate KataMeyer & Meyer Verlag
The martial art of Karate is one of the many facets of
Japanese traditional culture that has been embraced
worldwide. This book explains all the important
Karate kata, illustrated with photos and detailed text
by the author. It also explains in depth some of the
more difficult aspects of Karate for learners to
master, including steps, breathing, and pressure
points, among others. Kata needs to be practiced
repeatedly on an individual basis, and this book is
written with such training in mind.
One Karate - Shotokan Karate-do kata series Heian Shodan Quick Reference
Martial arts.
An authoritative text providing the newcomer to
karate with all they need to know. Packed with clear
photographs detailing techniques and kata (the
combinations of techniques students must master to
progress through the belts), this book is organized
and designed to take the student step-by-step
through the progression of the martial art, taking
each belt in turn. Photographs are accompanied by
clear instructions from the author, a trained instructor
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with his own karate school. Karate is a martial art
that focuses on the application of strikes using the
hands and feet. It originated in Japan and has
become popular throughout the world. There are
many styles of karate but the most widely practiced
outside of Japan is Shotokan. Training in karate is
normally divided into three sections: the basic
technique; kata, or sequencing of techniques to
imaginary opponents; and kumite, the sparring done
with an opponent. Gradings are the exams needed
to progress to the next level. Typically, three months
is needed to progress through each grading. There
are usually three or four gradings per year, each with
a syllabus. In total a student must passten gradings
in order to get a black belt--this, on average, takes a
student four years to attain. Packed with useful howto diagrams and guides on technique, this book
covers the training required to attain a black belt.
â€˜Bunkai-Jutsuâ€™ is the analysis of the karate
katas and their application in real combat. It is also
the title of this pioneering book by Iain Abernethy.
The fighting applications of the karate katas (forms)
is one of the most fascinating â€“ and sadly
misunderstood â€“ aspects of karate practice.
Bunkai-Jutsu provides the reader with the
information they need to unlock the â€˜secretsâ€™ of
kata and to begin practising karate as the complete
and realistic combat art that it was intended to be!
This groundbreaking and often controversial book
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provides a detailed analysis of the combative
concepts and principles upon which the katas are
based. 'Bunkai-Jutsu' is essential reading for all
those who want to understand the real meaning of
kata.
Literally translated "Bassai" means "to storm the
castle", thus implying strong spirit, forcefulness an
dan underlying will to succeed.
This manual offers assistance to all Shotokan
Karateka to use when training or intensively
preparing skills - for beginners as well as advanced
students. All the facets of this demanding fighting art
are covered in an easily understandable manner.
The most important Kihon techniques, the various
Kumite forms as well as free-fighting and basic
Katas are described in detail. This is a complete
package for people wishing to improve themselves in
this martial art. Contents include: The history of
Karate from FUNAKOSHI up to today's Shotokan
Karate. What is Karate-Do? Training and preparation
for grading. A comprehensive introduction to the
basic techniques. All the Kumite forms from the
Gohon-Kumite to Jiyu-Kumite. Full explanations of
the Katas Heian 1-5, Tekki 1 and Bassai-Dai. Over
500 photographs show the enormously broad
technical spectrum of the fighting art of Shotokan
Karate.
Learn how the hard-style karate that became
shotokan took shape in 19th century Okinawa as an
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embattled king with an unarmed force of bodyguards
faced an armed invasion from overseas. In this new
328-page book, author Bruce D. Clayton, Ph.D.,
uses rare sketches, footnoted historical research,
archival lithographs, period photographs and
contemporary technique demonstrations to reveal
shotokan's deadly intent and propose modern
practical applications of such knowledge. Achieve a
new level of theoretical understanding and fighting
ability by learning Shotokan's Secret for yourself!
The Kata are the backbone of Karate. Continually
practising them allows the whole spectrum of
possibilities contained in Karate to be revealed. The
Kata consist of a fascinating multitude of techniques
that permit defence in close contact as well as at
medium- and long- distance from your partner.
Situations where the Kata can be applied are
comprehensively explained in this book. Additionally,
the special features of any Karate style are
expressed through the Kata. The Kata contained in
this book have their roots in the Shotokan Karate
style. The book aims to assist in understanding them
better, to get to know the situations when they can
be applied, and to show how to improve them in the
daily training routine as well as in grading tests and
competitions. 13 Kata are presented in detail using
the Bunkai method: • Heian 1 to Heian 5, Tekki 1 the basic Kata up to the Brown Belt • Tekki 2 and
Tekki 3 • Bassai-Dai, Empi, Jion, Hangetsu and
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Kanku-Dai - the first of the Master Kata
Richard `Biggie' Kim, Lefty Nakayama, Clarence
Lee, Richard Lee, and Herbert Lee taught me all the
katas contained in this book. These katas are very
rare and only a few people around the world practice
them. That is the reason why I decided to document
and share these kata. I felt an obligation to not allow
these beautiful and effective forms to be lost to
history. In a sense, this book is a tribute to Richard
`Biggie' Kim, one of the most knowledgeable martial
artists the world has ever known. Please be aware
that this book is meant for high level traditional
martial artists and for those who already are familiar
with these katas.
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